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On 23 June, Scotland and the UK will go to the polls to answer the question:
“Do you agree the United Kingdom should remain a member of the European
Union?”
The SNP is campaigning for a remain vote, and an enthusiastic turnout. This vote
is important, and will have real consequences for you, your community and your
country.
We, as the SNP Members of the European Parliament, have produced this
booklet to get the actual facts to people so that the decision can be made on
the basis of real information.

“

“

We are an internationalist party. We want
independence for Scotland not to withdraw from the
world and shun our neighbours, but to enable us to
interact with them as equals.

For us, the European Union is not a threat but a fantastic opportunity. It allows
Scotland, in the words of John Hume, the great Irish peace builder: to play a
part in “the best war avoidance mechanism ever invented”. As if that were
not enough, it also allows us to generate jobs through trade with our closest
neighbours and change the lives of all Scots for the better.
These pages are not here to blindly support the EU. Instead, we seek to give
an insight into the way that the EU benefits us all, and, where there are faults,
explain them in context. We hope it is an honest reflection of what is at stake in
this referendum.
Threats of disaster are increasingly being used by those seeking to defend the
EU but these miss the point, and, in Scotland, “Project Fear” won’t work. Let us
be clear from the outset: of course the UK, and Scotland, could operate outside
the EU. Norway, just to the east of us, shows one alternative, Iceland another,
but after a long time spent studying them, we have concluded that they are
poor options for Scotland.
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Ultimately, EU laws — designed with our active involvement with our European
partners — and freedom of movement are not to be feared but embraced.

“

“

This referendum will be about far more than money,
no matter how clear the economic case is. This is
about empowering and enriching the Scottish nation
by remaining a participant in one of the world’s
largest and most progressive economic and social
communities. This will come down to a choice about
what kind of Scotland we want: open, co–operative
and successful or narrow and insular.

You have a big decision to make. We are here to provide the facts you need. Get
in touch.

Alyn Smith MEP and Ian Hudghton MEP
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THE CASE TO REMAIN IN 5 POINTS
For us, the European Union is not a threat but a fantastic opportunity.

1: PEACE AND STABILITY
The role of the European project in its various forms spans back to the
desolation of Europe after 1945. It has, from that, built democracy, peace and
prosperity.

“

“

We are carrying out a great experiment, the fulfilment
of the same recurrent dream that for ten centuries
has revisited the peoples of Europe: creating between
them an organisation putting an end to war and
guaranteeing an eternal peace.
Robert Schuman, Strasbourg, Festival Hall, 16 May 1949.

2: JOBS
EU trade means real jobs in communities up and down Scotland. This is not
abstract. The Scottish Government set this figure at around 300,000 jobs.
Not only does trade generate jobs but the EU invests in Scotland. Over the next
six years the EU will provide almost €1 billion (£790 million) in structural funds.

3: TRADE AND REGULATION
The EU is made up of around 500 million citizens and is the world’s largest
single market. Free trade within this is invaluable and Scottish businesses take
full advantage of this with 42% of all Scotland’s trade going to other EU member
states in 2014.
However, free trade must also be fair, and work for people, not just businesses.
The EU single market rules are underpinned by a strong core of social rights,
both for workers and for people in general: to promote their general welfare,
to facilitate freedom of movement by ensuring that accrued rights are portable
and can travel with you to another country, and to prevent unscrupulous
employers from exploiting national differences to undercut working conditions
and the standard of living.
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4: FOOD, FARMING AND THE ENVIRONMENT
The food we eat, the air we breathe and the water we drink: all of these are
improved by regulating across the European Union. All of these issues move
across borders and benefit from co–operation on a continental level.
Scottish farmers receive around €580 million a year in direct subsidies from the
Common Agricultural Policy which enables them to make high quality food that
we can eat, safe in the knowledge that it was made to the standards we expect.
Scotland not only benefits from these policies, we want to see even more
ambition. We have reduced greenhouse gas emissions more than the EU
average, and are pushing for more ambitious targets across the EU.

5: FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT
If you move to another EU country, EU rules on social security co–ordination
guarantee you will not lose the rights which you have accrued in your country
of origin (i.e. you will not have to start from scratch) and you will be entitled to
access the social security system of your new country on the same terms as
citizens of that country. So, if you retire to Spain, your pension will still be paid to
you.
This is not just a benefit for Scots who move abroad, but also because we gain
from EU citizens coming to Scotland to make it their home. Recent calculations
have shown that EU migrants make a net contribution of £55 per second to the
public purse.
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HOW THE EU WORKS
A lot of misinformation is spread about the EU, both accidentally and
intentionally, but the structures that govern it are straightforward. It’s also
not as big as you might have been led to believe — the European Commission
employs fewer people than Edinburgh and Glasgow City Councils, but serves
500 million people rather than 1 million. There are 751 MEPs, but that is 65
fewer than there are members of the House of Lords, just one chamber of one
member state Parliament (and MEPs are democratically elected). Yes, there is a
lot going on in Brussels, but it is not that complicated.
Central to explaining how the various institutions work is understanding that the
EU is not — in structure or intent — a federal country like the USA. At its heart
are a collection of sovereign member states who came together to form a single
market.
A single market needs rules to function, and defining what things are means
that trade can be conducted fairly and without discriminating against any
individual citizen. Likewise, for Scots and other EU citizens to take up their rights
to travel, study, live, work or retire in any other member state, we need to do
that on the basis of laws.

“

“

These laws are democratically agreed, by
the democratically elected governments and the
democratically elected MEPs. It is absurd that
the EU is described as undemocratic because,
in reality, every step of the legislative process is
democratic.

If there is not agreement, the law doesn’t happen.
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PARLIAMENT
The Parliament is directly elected by the people of Europe once every five years.
This gives the 751 MEPs a unique and powerful voice.
The Parliament legislates (alongside the Council), provides oversight of the
Commission and, perhaps most significantly, the entire EU budget must be
approved by the Parliament. The Parliament also reserves the right to veto trade
deals, as occurred in the case of Anti–Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA).
This gives MEPs a significant influence over the development of EU policy.
Scotland has 6 MEPs.

COMMISSION
The Commission is the Civil Service of the EU. In the same way as in Scotland
where the government is divided into civil servants working in Ministries
answerable to a Minister, the Commission civil servants are organised into
Directorates–General answering to a Commissioner.
There are 28 Commissioners, one nominated by the government of each
member state. Many member states appoint heavy hitters as Commissioners to
fight for their interests. The UK Government appointed a member of the House
of Lords, Lord Hill, to serve as the UK nominee.
The Commission has three main functions:
«« it proposes new legislation (or amends existing legislation)
to Parliament and the member states;
«« implements and enforces EU laws once they are agreed;
«« and increasingly represents the EU and the member states
in the wider world, for example in trade negotiations.
Although it is often condemned as undemocratic, the Commissioners
overseeing the Commission are appointed by the Council and Parliament,
and any legislation it suggests is amended and negotiated by the Council and
Parliament and does not come into force unless there is agreement.
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COUNCIL
The member states are the 28 building blocks of the EU, and meet in the
Council, where 28 Ministers from each member state sit down to find a
compromise to whatever is on the table.
A few times a year, the Council meets as “The European Council” when the
heads of government meet to set the overall political direction of the EU.
Usually though, the Council meetings are about technical negotiations over
technical legislation, with the Council being co–responsible with the Parliament
for amending and negotiating legislation proposed by the Commission.
The Council and the Parliament, acting together, agree laws, but even then the
laws do not actually enter into domestic law. This only happens when they are
approved by either the Scottish Parliament or the Westminster Parliament. Both
have the flexibility to implement the laws in the way best suited to them.

COURT OF JUSTICE
The enforcement of any law is as important as its creation. The European Court
of Justice delivers legal judgments in cases from across the EU where people
feel their EU rights have not been respected by their, or another, member state.
The judges are taken from all 28 member states. The UK judge is Christopher
Vajda, who was appointed by the UK Government in 2012.

OTHER INSTITUTIONS
Beyond these major bodies, there are a host of other smaller institutions which
run various aspects of the EU. These range from the Committee of the Regions
which gives local government (including Scottish councils) a voice in Brussels,
to the European Investment Bank which lends to capital infrastructure projects
(such as hospitals in Scotland).
For the single market to function, many of these structures are not only
desirable, but necessary. In fact, if you were to design a system to regulate a
single market from scratch it would probably look remarkably similar to the EU!

WWW.SCOTLANDINEUROPE.EU
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HISTORY

“

European countries have, over the centuries, been
more used to war than peace. Over the years,
countless millions of our people have died because
politics went wrong and leaders fell out. The thing
we now call the European Union was born out of the
horror of the Second World War. It was designed as
a way to bring the people and leaders of European
countries together, to encourage prosperity and, in
so doing, make war that bit more unlikely.

“

The original agreement came about when six European states (France, Belgium,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Germany and Italy) created the European
Coal and Steel Community in 1951. Though they could not imagine an EU of
28 member states and over 500 million citizens at that point, through the
agreement of subsequent treaties, these nations have created the world’s
largest single market.
Scotland, along with the rest of the UK, joined in 1973 and has now been a
member for forty–three years. We have enjoyed peace, stability and economic
prosperity as a result of this highly successful collaboration.
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SCOTLAND IN THE EU
Scotland has been an integral part of the EU for almost 50 years. We are
represented at every stage of the EU’s activities.
The recreation, in 1999, of the Scottish Parliament and the formation of a
Scottish Government gave Scotland a far stronger voice within the EU, and has
allowed the people of Scotland to find Scottish solutions for Scottish problems
and design a society that reflects our needs.
This has led to Scotland showing how very European it really is. We stand
alongside the rest of Northern Europe by not privatising healthcare,
encouraging the development of renewable energy and not charging our
citizens for higher education.

DID YOU KNOW?
Estimates in 2014 suggest that there were around
173,000 people in Scotland who had the nationality
of another EU member state, which is around 3.3% of
the overall population. When compared to the UK as a
whole, Scotland has proportionally fewer EU nationals
(UK wide, the figure is 4.6%).[1]

[1]

‘The Impact of EU membership in Scotland’, SPICE, October 2015.
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HOW SCOTLAND FITS IN THE EU
As Scots, you are represented in the EU firstly by six directly elected MEPs. They
are elected to sit on committees relevant to you and represent your interests,
making sure that laws work for Scotland.

“

“

The European Parliament has significant power over
all the EU’s activities since all legislation must be
approved by a majority of the 751 MEPs. In recent
years we have shown this on a number of occasions,
notably rejecting trade deals that weren’t up to scratch
and defending privacy rights.

Beyond this, the Scottish Government itself has responsibility for a range
of issues which significantly overlap with the EU. The Scotland Act 1998 set
out that it is the responsibility of the Scottish Government and Parliament to
implement European Union regulation when it relates to devolved issues.[1] Such
issues range from economic development, law and order, local government,
fisheries and agriculture, protection of the environment, transport and climate
change. The policy aims of the EU have been closely tied to the Scottish
Government’s 2020 Growth Strategy and there are a lot of common objectives
between Scotland and the EU.[2]
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So the Scottish Government is responsible for implementing EU laws. However,
when it comes to agreeing what the laws actually say, under the current UK
constitution, Scotland’s Government is represented in the Council by the UK
Minister. Scottish Government Ministers may attend, but always only with the
permission of the UK Government.
Obviously, as SNP MEPs we would like to see Scotland in a different role.
However, we want, here, to explain how things work now. Even with the great
strides we have made since 1999 in speaking for Scotland, when it comes to the
EU, the UK is our representative. This is not an EU issue, but a UK issue.
The Smith Commission, set up after the independence referendum, agreed that
Scotland should expect a greater say in how the UK interacts with Europe.[3]
Many European countries already operate such systems, notably Belgium where
ministers from the federal states governments’ can represent and conclude
agreements upon Belgium’s behalf.[4]
There has, however, been little significant change since the events of September
2014. This is not due to the EU. The EU structures are open to other ways for
Scotland to be represented.

DID YOU KNOW?
Under the Scotland Act 1998, all Scottish legislation
must be compatible with EU law. If Scotland were
to leave the EU as part of the UK, no satisfactory
explanation has yet been provided of how this will
impact upon the Scottish Parliament. Clearly it will
have a significant impact on many devolved areas.[5]

‘Exiting the EU: impact in key UK policy areas? ’, House of Commons Research Paper, no.
7213, 4 June 2015.
[2]
‘Europe 2020: Scottish National Reform Programme 2015’, The Scottish Government,
March 2015.
[3]
‘The Smith Commission Report’, November 2014; ‘Gordon Brown backs federalism in
event of No vote ’, The Scotsman, 15 August 2014.
[4]
Stéphane Paquin, ‘Federalism and Compliance with International Agreements: Belgium
and Canada Compared’, in ed. D. Criekemans, Regional Sub–State Diplomacy Today,
Leiden, 2010.
[5]
‘Exiting the EU: impact in key UK policy areas? ’, House of Commons Research Paper, no.
7213, 4 June 2015.
[1]
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WHAT IS THE EU RESPONSIBLE FOR?

The EU only has power because the member states have agreed it should. The
EU has three sorts of competence: exclusive, shared and supporting. Basically,
this is the difference between whether the EU is in charge of an area (once the
member state governments and the MEPs have agreed), whether it is an area
that national governments and the EU co–operate in or an area where the EU
supports member states. These are shown on the following page.
One of the most frequent myths you will hear is that the EU dominates
domestic law. It doesn’t. This is often associated with the inaccurate statistic
that 80% of UK law is made in the EU. Originally, this myth sprang from a speech
by former Commission President Jacques Delors who stated, in July 1988, that
“within ten years 80% of economic legislation would be of EU origin”.[1]
He was wrong.
Currently around 15% of UK laws are agreed in the EU or have an EU influence
and a similar figure applies to regulations.[2] This is the norm across the EU;
Jacques Delors was wrong across Europe, both inside and outside the Eurozone:
«« 10% of French laws were directly transposing EU directives,
while 25% of them included elements of EU origin;[3]
«« 9.6% of all primary and secondary laws in Denmark had
an EU origin.[4]

Renaud Thillaye, ‘British Political Parties in Europe: Reliable, Ambiguous, Reluctant and
Dismissive’, Votewatch Europe/Notre Europe Brief, March 2014.
[2]
‘How much legislation comes from Europe? ’, House of Commons Research Paper, vol.
10/62 13 October 2010. See also: Renaud Thillaye, ‘British Political Parties in Europe:
Reliable, Ambiguous, Reluctant and Dismissive’, Votewatch Europe/Notre Europe Brief,
March 2014.
[3]
M. Fekl and T. Platt, ‘Normes européennes, loi française: Le mythe des 80%’,
Terra Nova, January 2010.
[4]
Mark Bovens and Kutsal Yesilkagit, ‘The Impact of European Legislation on National
Legislation in the Netherlands’, Utrecht School of Governance University of Utrecht,
October 2004.
[1]
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REGIONAL SELECTIVE ASSISTANCE
Regional Selective Assistance (RSA) is a discretionary grant which gives Scottish
companies another potential source of funding for investment.[1] In total in
2013/2014, 117 offers of RSA were accepted in Scotland, totalling over £52.5
million worth of investment.[2]
RSA grants have helped to either maintain or generate 6,161 jobs across
Scotland. That firms have multiple avenues of funding to apply for is a positive
feature that performs an important role in generating and supporting Scottish
jobs.[3]

WEST Brewery in Glasgow [4] ; Natural Power Consultants Limited [5] ;
Glencairn Crystal [6] ; Firefish Software [7] .
See Scottish Enterprise website for more details.
‘EU Action Plan Launched’, The Scottish Government, 27 March 2015.
[3]
ibid.
[4]
ibid.
[5]
‘RSA Grant Offers, January–March 2014’, Scottish Enterprise.
[6]
‘RSA Grant Offers, July–September 2015’, Scottish Enterprise.
[7]
‘RSA Grant Offers, April–June 2015’, Scottish Enterprise.
[1]

[2]
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EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK
The European Investment Bank (EIB) is Europe’s long–term lending institution
and provides funding on top of the EU budget (to be clear, funding from the EIB
is in the form of loans). EIB funding goes directly to the Scottish Government on
a project by project basis, and allows greater flexibility in investment decisions.
The SNP Government has had huge success in using EIB funding in order to turn
Scotland away from the ruinously expensive PPP/PFI (Public Private Partnership/
Private Finance Initiative) projects, delivering much–needed capital investments
to get us through the recession, and delivering more value to the Scottish
taxpayer.[1]
EU funding is a key vehicle that makes these choices possible

In February 2014, the EIB agreed to loan £175 million towards upgrading the M8
between Glasgow and Edinburgh.[2] In 2015, £109 million was authorised for the
construction of a new District and General Hospital in Dumfries and a further £83
million for the new Royal Hospital for Sick Children in Edinburgh.[3]

For further information on NPD vs PFI see: ‘Statistical information relating to NPD and
PPP/PFI projects in Scotland’, The Scottish Government, 17 December 2014.
[2]
‘EIB agrees GBP 175m backing to upgrade Scotland’s core motorway network ’,
European Investment Bank Announcement, 24 February 2014.
[3]
‘European backing for two new Scottish hospitals confirmed’, European Investment
Bank Announcement, 11 March 2015.
[1]
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BENEFITS OF THE EU
The EU is not a threat but a fantastic opportunity for Scotland to shine. It has
underpinned peace in Europe, it allows us to generate jobs through trade with
our closest neighbours. The EU is not only value for money in terms of trade
and commerce but, far more than this, it is a positive influence on the lives of
individual Scots.

TRADE AND JOBS
This is one of the most important reasons Scotland should remain in the EU.
EU trade means real jobs in communities up and down Scotland. The Scottish
Government set this figure at around 300,000 jobs.[1]
Yes, alternatives to EU membership could be found but the bottom line is
simple: Scotland needs to remain a member of the single market and, if we want
any say over the rules that govern that market, we need to be in the EU. The
EU is made up of around 500 million citizens and is the world’s largest single
market.[2] It currently accounts for 22.9% of world GDP.[3]
Scotland takes full advantage of its EU membership. Just under one half of all
trade (42%) from Scotland was with other EU member states in 2014, with a
total value of £11.6 billion.[4]

DID YOU KNOW?
Although the largest single nation with which Scotland
trades is the USA, trade with the EU is worth 2.5 times
as much.[5]
All this trade, and all these jobs, are at risk if Scotland is removed from the EU.

‘The Benefits of Scotland’s EU Membership’, The Scottish Government, 2015.
‘Eurostat’; ‘Our Global Future: The business vision for a reformed EU’, Confederation of
British Industry Brief, November 2013.
[3]
‘The Benefits of Scotland’s EU Membership’, The Scottish Government, 2015.
[4]
‘Export Statistics Scotland’, The Scottish Government, 27 January 2016.
[5]
Ibid.
[1]

[2]
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FOOD AND DRINK
We have been part of the EU for so long, many have forgotten that tariff free
trade is a very real benefit to us. Norway charges a tariff as high as 344% for
beef steaks for imports coming from countries other than the EU.[1] Food and
drink products are Scotland’s highest grossing export (18% of exports),[2] and
three of our top five markets are in the EU (Germany, France and Spain).[3]
73% of UK agri–food exports go to other EU member states, which includes
38% of all UK lamb.[4] Maintaining open access to markets is vital considering
that the UK imports 40% of its food.[5]
Furthermore, the EU can use its clout as one of the world’s major trading
blocks to secure advantageous free trade deals, providing further export
opportunities, such as to Vietnam and South Korea, and help to protect our
quality branded products like Scotch Whisky. 500 million consumers make a
better argument for a free trade deal for our global partners than 60 million.
Plus, the UK has received £34 million in EU funding in recent years to promote
its dairy and quality meat products abroad.[6]

“

“

The EU’s geographical indication scheme for food
products also gives branded protection to iconic
Scottish produce across Europe, from Scotch Beef
and Lamb to Arbroath Smokies to Stornoway Black
Pudding, giving a real premium to our quality
products.

Trade Market Access Database, European Commission.
‘Statistical Bulletin’, The Scottish Government, January 2015
[3]
‘New record for Scottish food exports’, The Scottish Government, 27 March 2015.
[4]
‘UK’s Farming Relationship with the EU’ NFU, 2015.
[5]
‘Speech of Commissioner for Agriculture and Rural Development, Phil Hogan,
to the Oxford Farming Conference’, 7 January 2016.
[6]
Ibid.
[1]

[2]
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INVESTMENT IN SCOTLAND
One of the reasons that so many Scottish jobs are linked to EU membership is
because the EU is not just a free trade zone, but also a free investment zone.
Scotland has been more successful in attracting commercial investment from
EU member states than any other part of the UK. This is not investment from
the EU itself, but from companies in other EU member states who choose to
put their money into our economy. Around 4,600 European businesses based
in Scotland contributed around £15.8 billion in Gross Value Added (GVA) to the
Scottish economy in 2013.[1] Without the legal certainties of EU membership, all
this investment would be under question.

DID YOU KNOW:
Each year EU membership is worth over £1000 to
every Scot.[2]

‘The Impact of EU membership in Scotland’, SPICE, October 2015.
£1,225 to every individual in the UK, ‘Our Global Future: The business vision for a
reformed EU’, Confederation of British Industry Brief, November 2013.
[3]
‘The Impact of EU membership in Scotland’, SPICE, October 2015.
[1]

[2]
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FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT
Scots often have many identities. The Independence movement has always
been comfortable with this and openly embraced it. Campaign organisations
such as English Scots for Yes or Poles for Yes illustrate this particularly well
but Scotland has also long been part of a European framework. Scottish
communities have, for hundreds of years, made their homes in the Netherlands,
France, Sweden, Germany and Poland to name just a few.
As a result, Scottish identity has always had a European element to it. To this
day, Scots continue to take advantage of the single most visible benefit of the
EU: the right to travel, work, or retire anywhere in the EU, from the Algarve to
the Arctic Circle, from Stornoway to Cyprus. No Scottish citizen needs a visa to
travel and there are no impediments to working in any country you choose. It is
only fair that we extend that right to other EU citizens.
This is under threat as immigration continues to receive hostile coverage in
Westminster and in the press, much of it actively misleading.
The case needs to be made clearly: freedom of movement across the EU has
been of huge benefit to Scotland.

“

Immigration is not just about the benefits that EU
citizens bring to Scotland, but about the reciprocal
benefits that Scots enjoy in the EU. Currently, around
1.2 million UK citizens reside elsewhere in the EU.[1]
That they are free to do so is entirely right and
any attempt to restrict immigration in the UK will
undoubtedly have an impact on those abroad too.

“

Freedom of movement is a two way street. It opens up opportunities for Scots,
but EU immigrants coming to Scotland have been a huge boost to Scotland
too. Immigration from the EU is not something to be condemned or hidden, it
should be celebrated for the boost to our communities and economy that it is.

PAGE 23
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IMMIGRANT ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION
In Scotland, 70% of EU born citizens are in employment compared to a Scottish
average of 58%.[2]
In the years up to 2011, EU citizens living here (but not born in the UK)
contributed £4.96 billion more to the UK economy than they took out in
public services, such as through the NHS, education, or welfare.[3] Recent
calculations have shown that EU immigrants make a net contribution to the UK
of £4,775,341 per day or, to put it in stark terms, £55 per second to the public
purse.[4]

‘Migration Statistics’, House of Commons Research Paper, no.SN06077, February 2016.
‘The Impact of EU membership in Scotland’, SPICE, October 2015.
[3]
Christian Dustmann and Tommaso Frattini, ‘The Fiscal Effects of Immigration to the
UK’, The Economic Journal, 2014.
[4]
Christian Dustmann and Tommaso Frattini, ‘The Fiscal Effects of Immigration to the
UK’, University College London: Centre for Research and Analysis of Migration, no. 22/13
November 2014
[1]

[2]
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“

“

EMPLOYMENT RIGHTS IN EUROPE

Free trade must be fair, and must work for people,
not just businesses.

The EU single market rules are underpinned by a strong core of social rights,
both for workers and for people in general: to promote their general welfare,
to facilitate freedom of movement by ensuring that accrued rights are portable
and can travel with you to another country, and to prevent unscrupulous
employers from exploiting national differences to undercut working conditions
and the standard of living.
If you move to another EU country, EU rules on social security co–ordination
guarantee you will not lose the rights which you accrued in your country of
origin (i.e. you will not have to start from scratch) and you will be entitled to
access to the social security system of your new country on the same terms as
citizens of that country.[1] So, if you retire to Spain, your pension will still be paid
to you.

Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 – on the co–ordination of social security systems
‘Working Time Directive’, EU Commission.
[3]
Council Directive 89/391/EEC of 12 June 1989.
[4]
‘Temporary Agency Workers’, EU Commission.
[5]
Council Directive 92/85/EEC of 19 October 1992; Council Directive 2010/18/EU of 8
March 2010.
[1]

[2]
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TOURISM

Tourism is an obvious advantage open to Scots. We can all get on a flight, train,
boat or drive and easily, without visas, travel anywhere in Europe. Budget
airlines have flourished because of the EU single market and competition rules,
taking Scots to other countries and bringing tourists to us.[1]

“

“

Again, this is a two way street, and in Scotland we have
plenty of sights which other people want to come visit.
Tourists from other EU countries spent about £800
million in Scotland in 2014 which is around 40% of total
international visitor spend.[2]

The EU also guarantees rights to healthcare across the EU for you and your
family. If you travel to another EU country on holiday and you fall ill or have an
accident, thanks to the EU’s cross border healthcare rules and the European
Health Insurance Card, you are guaranteed medical assistance on the same
terms as locals. This includes immediate and clinically necessary state–funded
treatment, care for pre–existing medical conditions and routine maternity
care.[3] This protects us from potentially astronomical medical bills which can
be faced when travelling in other parts of the world.

‘COM(96) 514 Final Communication from the Commission on the Impact of the Third
Package of Air Transport Liberalization Measures, EU Commission, 22 October 1996.
[2]
‘The Impact of EU membership in Scotland’, SPICE, October 2015.
[3]
More information can be found on the NHS European Health Insurance Card Guide,
NHS, January 2016, and from ‘Healthcare in Europe,’ The Scottish Government.
[1]
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THE ENVIRONMENT
Environmental regulations have been a central part of European co–operation
since the 1970s. Economic growth must go hand–in–hand with a cleaner
environment which allows people to fully enjoy the benefits of a higher standard
of living, through clean air, water, areas of natural beauty and better health.
Pollution crosses borders, and through undermining our natural environment,
can actually destroy the basis for economic growth and well–being — the
nuclear accident at Chernobyl being the most dramatic example. We do not
see a trade–off between the economy and the environment: on the contrary,
the two are inextricably interlinked, and the single market must continue to be
underpinned by strong environmental legislation.
EU environmental laws have been agreed not only to protect consumers
but also to “ensure the careful use of natural resources, to minimise adverse
environmental impacts of production and consumption, and to protect
biodiversity and natural habitats.”[1] EU environmental legislation covers a wide
range of fields. The most prominent are[2]:
Air quality — Agreeing limits to the amount of toxic air pollutants which can be
emitted in member states, such as nitrogen oxides and sulphur dioxide.
Water quality — Improving the state of our water supplies, from river basins
to drinking water to bathing water.
Chemicals — Ensuring the most harmful chemicals, including the worst
pesticides, are banned in the EU, and that new chemicals must go through a
robust assessment process before being approved.
Biodiversity — Legislation which protects rare birds and creates a network of
special protected habitats, which cover 18% of the EU’s land area and 6% of its
marine area. In 2011, there were 239 Special Areas of Conservation in Scotland
designed to protect 56 types of habitat, and 153 Special Protection Areas for 81
species of bird.[3]
Waste — Setting targets to reduce significantly the amount of waste sent to
landfill, improve EU recycling rates and create a “waste hierarchy” to ensure that
as little is wasted and as much re–used as possible.
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Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA) — Requiring that major transport,
energy and other projects undergo EIA’s before they can be approved.
The EU also funds environmental projects across Europe through the LIFE
programme. Since 1992, LIFE has co–financed over 4000 projects with over
€3.4 billion from the EU budget.[4] This includes projects in the UK: up to €30
million being provided in January 2016 to help the UK implement River Basin
Management Plans which should help to improve water quality and prevent
flooding.[5] An example of how sustained EU action on the environment
can produce real results is bathing water quality. Since 1976, EU legislation
has required member states to both monitor and clean up bathing water
(both inland and coastal) in their territory: this covers over 21,000 locations
throughout the EU.

“

“

Improvements have been dramatic: for inland bathing
water, in 1991 less than 40% of sites were considered
of excellent quality, but by 2014, 78% reached this
standard. 2014 saw 95% of all EU bathing water locations
meet minimum standards, with 83% rated as excellent.[6]

Much of EU environmental legislation is based on international guidelines
and standards, such as standards of drinking water and recommendations
on nitrate levels.[7] If the UK were to leave the EU, these standards would still
apply. This is particularly relevant if the UK still wanted access to the EU single
market: Norway, although not an EU member, must implement large parts of
EU environmental legislation, such as on pesticides and the Nitrates Directive.[8]
Norway is also required to implement the REACH Directive on chemicals, and all
without a voice in its formation and reform. We believe that Scotland’s interests
lie in working within the framework of European environmental legislation and,
through being a full member of the EU, to help shape it. By doing so we not
only continue to enjoy the benefits of these regulations, but our exporters gain
economically from only having to follow one set of regulations instead of 28.

‘EUR–Lex Environmental Law Summary’.
See the website of DG Environment for more information.
[3]
Scottish Natural Heritage, Natura.
[4]
EU LIFE programme website.
[5]
EU LIFE programme website, News, January 2016.
[6]
European bathing water quality in 2014, EEA Report, No 1/2015.
[7]
Exiting the EU: impact in key UK policy areas? ’, House of Commons Research Paper,
no. 7213, 4 June 2015.
[8]
‘UK’s Farming Relationship with the EU’ NFU, 2015.
[1]

[2]
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CLIMATE CHANGE
Climate change is real, and is happening. The EU is a world leader in taking
measures to keep global temperature increases below 2 degrees Celsius (the
“tipping point” at which scientists agree irreversible effects will follow): the
successful climate agreement in Paris last year will ensure that all countries play
their part with their own national targets for emissions reductions, with the aim
of a net zero carbon world after 2050.
The EU has a triple target for 2020, known as the “20–20–20” targets: 20%
reduction of carbon emissions compared to 1990, 20% of energy to come from
renewables, and a 20% increase in energy efficiency. Scotland is playing its part
in helping meet these targets: in 2013, Scottish carbon emissions had fallen by
34.3% compared to 1990[1]; 11.6% of Scotland’s energy came from renewable
sources in 2012, with over 44% of our electricity coming from renewables;
and energy consumption was down by 12%.[2] Discussion has already started
on targets for 2030, with the EU setting a goal of a 40% reduction in carbon
emissions, a 27% share for renewables in energy, and an energy efficiency
target of 27% compared to 1990. By giving long term certainty to industry
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across the entire EU single market we can help promote the transition to
a low carbon society and spur investment in low carbon technologies and
renewables, a huge growth area for Scotland’s economy.
The EU’s climate change policy is good for Scotland. We have much to gain
from tackling climate change, not only in the environmental sense but also
economically. We have an unparalleled resource in renewable energy: 25% of
Europe’s tidal and offshore wind potential is in Scottish waters, as well as 10% of
Europe’s wave power capacity. Over 11,000 jobs in Scotland have already been
created in the renewables industry.[4]
EU funding is already ploughing millions of Euros into Scottish energy projects:
for example, €20 million for the world’s largest tidal stream energy array in
the Sound of Islay[5], and €40 million to help build an electricity interconnector
between Scotland and Norway.[6] A North Sea subsea electricity supergrid,
to harness the renewable power of the North Sea, is finally moving forward
because the European regulatory body of electricity transmission has created
a framework for that co–operation.[7] Upcoming work in Brussels on creating
a genuine Energy Union, promoting indigenous European energy sources and
boosting interconnections between member states, can only help Scotland’s
ambition to be the EU’s green powerhouse.

DID YOU KNOW?
25% of all of Europe’s tidal and offshore wind potential
is in Scottish waters.[8]
Climate change is a problem which can only be solved through continental and
trans–national cooperation. The EU is the European forum by which sovereign
countries can come together to find common solutions and ensure a level
playing field. Scotland is and should remain at the heart of these efforts.
‘High Level Summary of Statistics Trend Last Update’, The Scottish Government, 2015.
‘Energy in Scotland 2015, The Scottish Government, 2015.
[3]
Figures from June 2014. Taken from ‘Scotland’s Agenda for EU Reform’, The Scottish
Government, October 2014.
[4]
‘Energy in Scotland: Get the facts’, The Scottish Government.
[5]
‘Ocean energy receives funding under NER300’, EU Commission SETIS Magazine, 2013
[6]
‘UK energy projects awarded €75 million of European funding’, The UK Government, 30
October 2014.
[7]
‘The North Seas Countries’ Offshore Grid Initiative (NSCOGI)’, European Network of
Transmission System Operators for Electricity.
[8]
‘Energy in Scotland: Get the facts’, The Scottish Government.
[1]

[2]
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EU REGULATION
A major misrepresentation of the EU is that there is too much regulation or red
tape. Excessive regulation must of course be avoided but the idea that Scottish
businesses suffer from excessive EU regulation, or ‘red–tape’, is inaccurate.

“

Regulation is essential if a single market is to function
and workers are to be protected. Determining weights
and measures remains one of the oldest roles that
a government can carry out and the world’s largest
economic bloc needs a set of common standards. EU
regulations, for the most part, reduce intrusive regulation
through a process of Europe–wide standardisation.

“
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How can this be the case? Largely because many of the laws passed at an
EU level would be passed at member state level if they weren’t dealt with in
Brussels. At their most basic, they make goods and services safe, something we
in Scotland would want to do anyway.
One particularly successful example is the regulation of refrigerators.[1]
Although often mocked in the press, the production of these regulations has
led to the creation of products that have saved Scottish consumers money
and reduced Scotland’s use of energy. The EU has also taken action to ban
dangerous chemicals in the production of consumer products, notably the Toy
Safety Directive of 2009 which banned the use of carcinogens, mutagens and
allergens in accessible toys parts.[2]
EU regulation has had a positive impact on all our lives. Being able to shop freely
in other EU member states without customs is a massive benefit. Common
regulations are what make this possible. Scottish consumers and firms not only
benefit from these, but also rely upon the stability they provide to export across
Europe. By making such decisions at an EU level, companies only need to look at
one set of regulations, not 28 different ones.
The UK has the second least regulated product market in the developed
world according to the OECD.[3] The lowest is the Netherlands and, since both
countries are EU members, it clearly isn’t the EU that is the cause of excessive
regulation, but the individual choice of the member state government.

DID YOU KNOW?
Research has shown that the EU has some of the
lowest barriers and greatest supply chain integration
of any trading bloc currently in existence.[4]

Directives include but are not limited to: ‘Directive 96/57/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council’, 3 September 1996; ‘Directive 2005/32/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council’, 6 July 2005; ‘Directive 643/2009/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council’, 22 July 2009.
[2]
‘Directive 2009/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council’, 30 June 2009.
[3]
‘OECD Indicators of Product Market Regulation’, 2013.
[4]
J. De Sousa, T. Mayer and S. Zignago, ‘Market Access in Global and Regional Trade’,
2012.
[1]
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FINANCIAL REGULATION

“

A little–known aspect of EU reform over the past few
years has been the creation of new laws designed
to ensure that the financial crisis of 2008 can never
happen again. The crisis, when many of Europe’s
banks and building societies were crippled initially due
to massive losses in America, illustrates the necessity
of co–ordinated common action on an obviously
cross–border issue. The financial crisis was bigger than
any one country, and common rules ensuring banks
cannot play one state regulator off against another
ensure the system as a whole should be more stable.

“

Major banks and companies now have subsidiaries in many European countries
besides their home state and financial transactions can now cross borders
in the blink of an eye. Co–operation across the EU single market will ensure
transparency in regulation.
The EU has introduced:
«« A new set of laws on capital requirements for banks which ensures
that they have an adequate buffer in terms of equity to survive a
downturn in fortunes.
«« A cap on bankers’ bonuses to eliminate the perverse incentives
which see bankers given short term incentives to speculate
against long term stability, and which reward them even for poor
performance.
«« Updated laws regulating derivatives and exotic financial
instruments which helped cause the crisis through mass exposure
to bad debt, and preventing excessive speculation in commodities.
Hedge funds are also regulated for the first time.
«« New bank resolution procedures and funds will ensure that there
will be no public bailouts for failed banks in future. The banks
themselves and their creditors will pay for their resolution, and
they must have a clear plan in place for an orderly wind–up or sale
if the worst happens. The major banks in the Eurozone will also be
directly supervised by the European Central Bank.
«« The European Commission has proposed the strengthening of
deposit guarantee schemes to ensure that small and medium sized
depositors do not lose their money if their bank goes bust.
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The EU is also taking action on tax avoidance and evasion by multinational
companies. Laws such as the Parent–Subsidiary Directive make it more difficult
for these companies to avoid tax by transferring profits and losses between
different branches in different countries. And the Commission is now cracking
down on lucrative “sweetheart deals” between certain member states and
major corporations known as “tax rulings” which enable them to pay a special
low rate of tax. For example, the European Commission decided that the
Netherlands gave Starbucks unfair tax advantages, that this constitutes illegal
state aid, and Starbucks will have to pay €20–30 million back to the Dutch
taxpayer.[1]
Leaving the EU would mean Scotland would no longer — necessarily — be
protected by these standards. It is possible that the UK Government would
prioritise the consumer over the banks and financial institutions, but we have
their track record to judge them upon. The UK Government certainly has
had EU financial regulations in its sights for some time — they attempted,
unsuccessfully, to have the European Court of Justice rule the bonus cap illegal.
[2]
And they have not taken tackling tax avoidance seriously at all: shown by
the recent agreement by HMRC to allow Google to pay only £130 million in
back taxes on billions of pounds of sales in the UK going back to 2005.[3] It’s in
Scotland’s interests to be part of broader efforts to protect against financial
instability, and with EU membership we can have a direct say in shaping these
laws.

‘Commission decides selective tax advantages for Fiat in Luxembourg and Starbucks
in the Netherlands are illegal under EU state aid rule’, European Commission – Press
release, 21 October 2015.
[2]
‘Osborne abandons challenge to EU cap on bankers’ bonuses’, BBC News, 20
November 2014.
[3]
‘Google agrees £130m UK tax deal with HMRC’, BBC News, 23 January 2016.
[1]
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ERASMUS AND HIGHER EDUCATION
The Erasmus Student Exchange Programme is one of the most high profile
examples of the success of open EU borders, and one in which Scotland is
heavily involved. 1,875 students from Scottish higher education institutions
represented 13% of all Erasmus students from the UK between 2012 and 2013. [1]

The programme provides the opportunity for young Scots to study for part of
their degree elsewhere in Europe. This provides experience of other cultures
and also develops crucial language skills. These are becoming increasingly
desirable in the interconnected modern world. Such experience is well above
the level that would be expected considering the size of the Scottish higher
education sector and shows just how many Scots have taken advantage of what
the EU can offer them.[2]
‘British Council letter to the Scottish Parliament European and External Relations
Committee’, 2 November 2013.
[2]
Ibid.
[1]
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HORIZON 2020 AND RESEARCH
Research and development is an area in which the EU and member states
cooperate in order to develop a more effective policy. Scottish universities,
which have been a source of national pride for centuries, have flourished in this
framework.
Scotland’s universities have received huge amounts of EU funding (far more
than our population share alone would entitle us to), because of the excellence
of our scientific research. Just one example is that within the last five years, the
Human Genetics Unit and Institute of Genetics and Molecular Medicine (IGMM)
at the University of Edinburgh has been awarded, or collaborated in, European
grants with a value of €15.9 million. These have been used to investigate
melanoma (skin cancer), gene regulation and novel drug development. EU
funding is helping Scottish scientists to continue Scotland’s tradition of world–
leading research into public health.[1]
As with other types of EU funding, potentially Scotland could ‘buy in’ to Horizon
2020 as Norway does but this is expensive, inefficient and it is much more
effective to simply be in the EU.

“

“

In the first 18 months of the Horizon 2020 research
programme, Scottish organisations successfully
secured over €110 million. This is around 10% of the
funding awarded to the whole UK.[2] Prior to Horizon
2020, between 2007 and 2014, Scottish organisations
secured €572 million, which is almost 1.3% of the
entirety of the EU budget.[3]

Access to such funding is clearly of major benefit and encourages international
collaboration which would not be as effective if Scotland were to withdraw from
the EU. These are achievements that we can continue to replicate or expand in
the future.

MRC Institute of Genetics and Molecular Medicine at the University of Edinburgh
(IGMM), ‘New European Research Funding’, University of Edinburgh, May 2015.
[2]
‘The Impact of EU membership in Scotland’, SPICE, October 2015.
[3]
‘The Benefits of Scotland’s EU Membership’, The Scottish Government, 2015.
[1]
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“

“

AGRICULTURE

Agriculture is one of the key common policies of the
European Union. The Common Agricultural Policy
(CAP) was founded in 1962 with the aim of securing
Europe’s food supplies, increasing agricultural
productivity and ensuring cheap food for consumers
(based on a system of price supports) — and in this
it has been wildly successful.

So successful that by the 1980s it attracted justified criticism for stimulating
overproduction (creating the infamous “butter mountains” and “wine lakes”)
and distorting global trade through dumping of surplus produce on developing
markets.
As a result, the CAP has been comprehensively reformed, with protecting the
environment becoming a central objective, largely through Rural Development
payments (about 20% of CAP funding). Furthermore 30% of direct support
payments to farmers are now conditional on them carrying out environmental
practices.
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The CAP is the largest item in the EU budget, making up almost 40% of the
EU’s €140 billion budget in 2015.[1] This funds farmers across the EU, thereby
producing the food we eat, stewarding our land and environment, as well as
maintaining economic activity in our rural and peripheral areas.
Scottish farmers receive around €580 million a year in direct subsidies from the
CAP, and will do so every year until 2020. Scotland will further receive almost
€500 million between 2014 and 2020 in Rural Development funds from the CAP,
which will be topped up by Scottish Government funds.[2] Scottish farmers need
these subsidies due to the challenges of farming in Scotland: 59% of Scottish
agricultural land is classified as “rough grazing”, meaning it is only suitable for
extensive livestock such as beef and sheep, and nothing else, compared to just
9% in England.[3] Our hill farmers have few opportunities to diversify or earn
rewards from the markets and, in some cases, these subsidies represent over
double their farm business income.[4]
It is extremely unlikely that a UK Government outside the EU would provide
Scotland with the funding it needs to maintain farm payments. Governments
in recent years and of all political colours have declared their indifference or
outright opposition to CAP payments and their desire to reduce or scrap them.
[5]
This may work for profitable arable farms in rich soil in East Anglia, but it won’t
work for Scotland.
We have already seen a practical example of this indifference: the UK
Government refused to pass on to Scotland a €230 million payment from
the EU earned due to Scotland’s low level of CAP payments.[6] Cuts to farm
subsidies from the UK Government would have a knock–on effect not just
on farmers but on ancillary rural economic activities dependent on farming,
such as slaughterhouses and machinery supply. Put simply, EU membership is
absolutely critical for Scottish farming’s financial wellbeing.

DID YOU KNOW?
Scottish farmers are reliant on CAP payments which,
between 2014–2020, will amount to around €580
million a year.[7]
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DID YOU KNOW?
Between 2007 and 2013, Scotland received €4.5 billion
of CAP funding. Between 2014 and 2020, Scotland is
likely to benefit from a further €4.6 billion.[8]
The “Norway solution” is no panacea for reducing regulation: in order to gain
access to the single market, considered vital for their farmers, Norway must
implement, without a democratic voice in forming them, the majority of single
market rules, such as on pesticides, sheep identification, and the Nitrates
Directive.[9]
The SNP has been active in promoting reform: in our view the Commission has
been too reluctant to act to regulate the major supermarkets, unfair trading
practices and abuses of bargaining power in the supply chain. We’ve also
campaigned against CAP subsidies which indirectly support bullfighting, against
the electronic identification of sheep, and we could be doing better in enforcing
common animal welfare laws. But the best way to fix what’s wrong with EU
agricultural policy is to stay in and negotiate change with our partners: so many
of these issues cross borders and require common solutions.

EU Annual Budget life cycle figures, EU Commission.
‘CAP Budget Facts’, The Scottish Government, 2014.
[3]
‘Economic Report on Scottish Agriculture’, The Scottish Government, 2015.
[4]
‘Agriculture Facts and Figures’, The Scottish Government and Office of National Statistics,
2015.
[5]
Examples: ‘Environment Secretary Caroline Spelman’s speech at the Oxford Farming
Conference’ The UK Government, 2011; ‘HM Treasury European Union Finances’, The UK
Government, 2012.
[6]
‘CAP Budget: Potential Funding Levels for Scotland for 2014–2020’, The Scottish
Government, 19 October 2013.
[7]
Further details from ‘CAP Budget Facts’, The Scottish Government, 2014.
[8]
‘Exiting the EU: impact in key UK policy areas?’, House of Commons Research Paper, no.
7213, 4 June 2015.
[9]
‘UK’s Farming Relationship with the EU’, NFU, 2015.
[1]

[2]
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FISHING
The single market is of central importance to Scotland’s seafood industry. In
2014 alone, Scotland exported approximately £461 million of fish and seafood
to the European Union.[1] Currently, Scotland’s fisheries zone makes up around
60% of the UK’s and some of the most productive fishing grounds in the world.[2]
Within the EU, fisheries policy is driven by the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP).[3]
We acknowledge that the CFP isn’t perfect. It is widely recognised (including
by the European Commission) to have been a failure in the past, with an over–
centralised management regime, lacking the flexibility to adapt to the varied
conditions existing in the different sea areas of Europe. Scotland’s coastal
communities have suffered as a direct result of the UK Government signing
us up to a flawed CFP. Most of the flaws in the CFP have derived from the UK
Government’s failure to properly represent our interests.
All the way back in the 1970s, Scotland’s fishing industry was described as
“expendable” in EU negotiations by the UK Government in an official Foreign
Office memo.
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Partly due to pressure from MEPs, a recent review of the CFP framework
resulted in a move towards decentralised management, enabling Member
States to work together on a regional basis.
If Scotland’s voice were heard in the Council, rather than that of the UK
Government, then it would be possible to work towards a more effective
fishing policy for Scotland. In the meantime, we must continue to pressure
the UK Government into taking full advantage of the current move towards
decentralising fisheries management.

DID YOU KNOW?
Scotland produces 93% of all the farmed Atlantic
salmon in the EU.[4]
However, there are real trade and financial opportunities for our seafood sector
within the EU. As well as access to the single market, funding from the European
Maritime and Fisheries Fund aims to help fishermen in the transition to
sustainable fishing, supports coastal communities, finances projects that create
jobs and improves the quality of life along European coasts.
From this funding, between 2014 and 2020, Scottish seafood and marine
sectors are to receive approximately €107 million in direct assistance supporting
research, development and structural reform.[5] This continues to create jobs
here in Scotland.

“

“

One such example is that, from 2008 to 2015, £18
million of funding has benefited 142 projects and
created 61 jobs in Fraserburgh. This funding makes a
real difference to the fishing industry locally, as
well as the local community generally.[6]

Scotland brings a cooperative and strong voice to the EU in terms of fisheries
and we share knowledge and best practice as a constructive European partner.

‘Focus on seafood exports’, The Scottish Government, August 2015.
’The Reformed Common Fisheries Policy’, SPICE, June 2014.
[3]
‘The European Commission Facts and Figures of the Common Fisheries Policy’,
EU Commission, 2014.
[4]
‘Aquaculture: the key facts’, Scotland’s Environment, June 2014.
[5]
‘Scotland’s Future and Scottish Fisheries’, The Scottish Government, August 2014.
[6]
‘Fisheries funding delivering’, The Scottish Government, March 2016.
[1]

[2]
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THE EUROPE WE WANT

“

“

“We don’t think it’s perfect, we think reform is both
desirable and necessary, but we believe very strongly
that Scotland’s interests are best served by being
members of the European Union and we will argue
that case strongly and positively.”
Nicola Sturgeon, May 2015 [1]

The Scottish Government and SNP MEPs have worked together to produce a
series of proposals to improve the EU as we move forward.
The Scottish Government has already begun to work with our European
partners to deliver these changes. There are a number of avenues through
which this can be done despite the limitation imposed upon Scotland by the
current constitutional settlement.
One example is through the European Commission’s Regulatory Fitness and
Performance (REFIT) Programme that can be used to improve the way that EU
regulation is made and to update burdensome legislation.

1) SETTING CLEAR PRIORITIES FOR EU POLICIES
EU policies must be the right ones for the citizens of Scotland and Europe as
a whole. They must target the areas that are of the greatest importance whilst
encouraging growth and competitiveness. There are five areas in particular that
we feel need to be focussed upon:
«« Youth employment
«« Workers’ rights
«« Climate change and energy security
«« Public health
«« Sustainable and inclusive growth

[1]

‘Scotland will fight to stay in the EU’, The Scotsman, 26 May 2015.
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Some of these are fairly self–explanatory; for instance, the EU must attempt
to tackle low pay and the high levels of (particularly youth) unemployment
that continue to be a major problem across the continent. Equally, the
development of EU–wide energy markets based around lowering the
production of greenhouse gases will need a more focussed policy response.
Scotland continues to lead by example but more could be done to promote the
development of renewable energy resources across the EU.

2) REGULATORY REFORM
The Scottish Government is keen to ensure that in areas where the EU is to
support developed policy, it only does so when key objectives cannot be met by
the actions of the Scottish Parliament.
Crucially, we feel that there is a greater need for regionalisation and flexibility
within EU regulations. For example, through the increased use of directives
rather than regulations, the EU could encourage harmonisation whilst allowing
some flexibility.
In contrast to the UK Government, we believe the solution to regulatory
problems is not deregulation but better regulation, based around these five
criteria:
«« Proportionate
«« Targeted
«« Consistent
«« Transparent
«« Accountable
You can download the Scottish
Government’s agenda for EU reform at:

www.gov.scot/Resource/0046/00461496.pdf
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

HOW MUCH OF SCOTLAND’S TRADE IS WITH THE EU?
Just under one half of all trade (42%) from Scotland was with other EU member
states in 2014, with a total value of £11.6 billion.[1]

[1]

‘Export Statistics Scotland’, The Scottish Government, 27 January 2016.
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DOESN’T EU RED TAPE DAMAGE SCOTTISH BUSINESSES?
No.
EU regulations actually make life easier. Regulation is essential for a market to
function and many of the laws agreed across the EU would have to be passed
nationally if they weren’t dealt with in Brussels. Obviously, there are things
we could reform, but for some people to say that the EU creates laws that
otherwise would not be there is entirely wrong.
Many of those who attack “red tape” are actually attacking rules that protect
workers, the environment or consumers. At their most basic, EU rules make
goods and services safe; something we in Scotland would want to do anyway.
By making such decisions at an EU level, companies only need to look at one
rule book, not 28 different ones.

The UK has the second least regulated product market in the developed world.
The lowest is the Netherlands.[1] Since both countries are EU members, it is
worth re–emphasising that it clearly isn’t the EU that is the cause of excessive
regulation in Scotland, the UK or, indeed, other European countries.
[1]

‘OECD Indicators of Product Market Regulation’, 2013.
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WHY SHOULD WE STAY IN AN UNDEMOCRATIC ORGANISATION?
You have been misled. The EU is a fundamentally democratic organisation.
The EU is democratic and accountable at every level. Any claims otherwise
would be hilarious except for the fact that some people believe them.
It is made up of the 28 democratically elected member state governments,
acting jointly with the directly democratically elected MEPs in the European
Parliament.

“

“

The MEPs and member state governments oversee
the work of the European Commission, and appoint
the Commissioners. The Commission is the EU’s Civil
Service. The Scottish Civil Service is not elected either
and to pretend that the EU one somehow should be
is flatly silly.

Many of the problems we, in Scotland, face are not due to the EU’s lack of
democracy, but instead due to UK priorities, often failing to work constructively
with our EU partners. Poor outcomes are due to who speaks for Scotland in the
EU. As an example, an independent Scottish Government would have prioritised
our fishing industry in a way that the UK Government simply did not. Scotland’s
fishing industry was described all the way back in 1970 as “expendable” by the
UK Government in a leaked Foreign Office report.
The EU is not perfect, but it is democratic.
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WHY SHOULD I PAY FOR EU IMMIGRANTS
TO COME HERE AND LIVE OFF BENEFITS?
You do not. In the years up to 2011, EU citizens living here (but not born in the
UK) contributed £4.96 billion more to the UK economy than they took out in
public services, such as through the NHS, education, or welfare.[1]
People coming to Scotland cannot simply claim benefits immediately, despite
the impression sometimes given in parts of the press. People from other EU
countries living in Scotland can, rightly, access benefits, the NHS and education
on the same basis as Scots. For those opposed to the EU to claim that this is
somehow a drain on resources is grossly offensive. EU nationals contribute and
create far more wealth for the Scottish economy than they “take”.
These rights go both ways. A survey conducted by the Guardian found at least
30,000 unemployed UK citizens accessing benefits across the EU.[2] The number
of EU citizens claiming anything is far less than often suggested. Around 15%
of working age UK nationals claim Department of Work and Pensions benefits,
twice the figure, at 7%, of working age non–UK nationals from the EU.[3]
There are currently around 171,000 EU citizens living in Scotland.[4] These men
and women make a huge contribution, not just economically but culturally. They
choose to live in Scotland and raise their families here. However, cultural and
social arguments are often drowned out by a false financial case and a mean–
spirited mentality that we in the SNP entirely reject.

DID YOU KNOW?
Recent calculations have shown that EU immigrants
make a net contribution to the UK of £4,775,341 per
day: in stark terms £55 per second to the public purse.[5]
Christian Dustmann and Tommaso Frattini, ‘The Fiscal Effects of Immigration to the
UK’, The Economic Journal, 2014.
[2]
Research commissioned by the Guardian and reported in Alberto Nardelli, Ian Traynor
and Leila Haddou, ‘Revealed: thousands of Britons on benefits across EU’, The Guardian,
19 January 2015.
[3]
‘Statistical Bulletin: annual report provides statistics regarding National Insurance
Numbers (NINo)’, Department of Work and Pensions, 28 August 2014.
[4]
‘The Benefits of Scotland’s EU Membership’, The Scottish Government, 2015.
[5]
Christian Dustmann and Tommaso Frattini, ‘The Fiscal Effects of Immigration to the
UK’, University College London: Centre for Research and Analysis of Migration, no. 22/13
November 2014.
[1]
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WHY SHOULD I WANT ALL OF OUR LAWS
TO BE MADE IN BRUSSELS?
You shouldn’t, and they aren’t.
The SNP believes in power being as close to people as possible, and we have
always argued that only those decisions that have to be taken at EU level should
be taken at EU level.
There are an awful lot of assertions made about how many laws agreed in the
EU make it into domestic law. Indeed, the origins of many of the stories come
from a speech by former Commission President Jacques Delors who stated,
in July 1988, that within ten years 80% of economic legislation would be of EU
origin.[1]
He was wrong.
Currently, in the UK, around 15% of laws come from the EU or have an
EU influence and a similar figure applies to regulations.[2] The UK is not an
exception; in recent years research has shown that Jacques Delors was wrong
across Europe, both inside and outside the Eurozone:
«« 10% of French laws are directly transposing EU directives,
while 25% of them include elements of EU origin;[3]
«« 9.6% of all primary and secondary laws in Denmark have
an EU origin.[4]

Renaud Thillaye, ‘British Political Parties in Europe: Reliable, Ambiguous, Reluctant and
Dismissive’, Votewatch Europe/Notre Europe Brief, March 2014.
[2]
‘How much legislation comes from Europe? ’, House of Commons Research Paper, vol.
10/62 13 October 2010. See also: Renaud Thillaye, ‘British Political Parties in Europe:
Reliable, Ambiguous, Reluctant and Dismissive’, Votewatch Europe/Notre Europe Brief,
March 2014.
[3]
M. Fekl and T. Platt, ‘Normes européennes, loi française: Le mythe des 80%’, Terra
Nova, January 2010.
[4]
Mark Bovens and Kutsal Yesilkagit, ‘The Impact of European Legislation on National
Legislation in the Netherlands’, Utrecht School of Governance, University of Utrecht,
October 2004.
[1]
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THE SNP REGULARLY CITES SCANDINAVIA AS A MODEL FOR HOW
WE SHOULD DO THINGS. WHY NOT JUST BECOME LIKE NORWAY?
Because Norway’s deal would be a bad deal for Scotland. Even assuming it
could be negotiated, we would have to pay substantially to trade with the EU,
would still have to implement much of the EU rule book, but would lose all our
say in what it looks like.
The European Free Trade Association (EFTA) is a trade pact that negotiates
treaties with various nations on behalf of its members: Iceland, Liechtenstein,
Norway and Switzerland. EFTA and the EU have agreed to create the European
Economic Area (EEA), an extension of the EU single market. Switzerland opted
out of the EEA agreement, preferring just EFTA. Norway is part of the EEA single
market, as is Iceland and Lichtenstein.
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A single market must have a single rule book. The nuts and bolts of trade need
to be defined and it is this sort of regulation that the EU spends much of its
time working on. This process does not involve EFTA countries, and nobody
represents their interests. The EFTA countries are simply presented with the law
and a deadline for implementation. They tend to implement faster and more
accurately than any actual EU member state.
The Internal Market Scoreboard from the European Free Trade Area
Surveillance Authority revealed that the best country at implementing EU laws
and regulations is... Norway. Better than Scotland, the UK, Germany, Ireland or,
indeed, anyone.[1]
And that matters, because the regulations adopted are not peripheral and
cannot be ignored. They are at the core of the single market and include energy,
transport, company law, free movement of labour, free movement of capital,
state aid, competition law, procurement rules, and lots more besides. And
Norway signs up to the lot without a say over any of them.
On top of this, Norway contributes, vastly, to various individual EU programmes.
One example of this is the research and innovation programme, Horizon 2020,
which has provided excellent opportunities for Scottish universities. Paying
towards these extras and paying for the EEA mean that, between 2009 and
2014, Norway was the tenth largest contributor to the EU budget.[2]

“

“

Of course, Norway has the democratic sovereign right
to choose whatever arrangements it wants, and the
means to buy its way out of trouble. But if an ‘Out’
vote looks like the EEA or EFTA, then it would create a
vastly undemocratic structure at huge expense and
for what gain?

This would be a real democratic deficit, but this is often simply overlooked or
deliberately ignored for the purpose of political point–scoring by euro–sceptic
politicians.

‘Internal Market Scoreboard from the European Free Trade Area’, EFTA Surveillance
Authority, No. 36, October 2015.
[2]
‘Our Global Future: The business vision for a reformed EU’, Confederation of British
Industry Brief, November 2013.
[1]
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THE EU COSTS A FORTUNE, WHY PAY?
The EU does cost money, as any club does.[1] The question is, what do we get for
the money? The return in benefits, financial and otherwise, is more than worth
the investment as each of us gains over £1,000 per year from our membership.
Besides, to leave the EU yet seek to remain within the single market will still
involve a significant payment to the EU budget with no say in how it is spent.
Currently, the net contribution per capita of the UK is £116 per person which,
although less than Sweden, Denmark, Finland and the Netherlands, is still
a significant amount of money.[2] However, this is only half the story since
the wider economic benefits of continued EU membership more than cover
these costs and each individual makes on average £1,225 per year from our
membership.[3]
Within Scotland the situation is actually even better. Scots make a net
contribution per capita of only £8 per year which means that the benefits
dramatically outweigh any costs.[4] Scots are already much more likely to see the
EU as good value for money than elsewhere in the UK and rightly so, we do well
out of the deal.[5]
The EU budget should also be seen in context. It is minor compared to what
national governments spend. The EU budget makes up around 1% of EU GDP
yet the budgets of the EU’s various governments represent (on average) around
49% of GDP.[6]

‘The Impact of EU membership in Scotland’, SPICE, October 2015.
‘Our Global Future: The business vision for a reformed EU’, Confederation of British
Industry Brief, November 2013.
[3]
Ibid.
[4]
‘The economic consequences of leaving the EU’, Centre for European Reform, June 2014.
[5]
‘Internationalism or Isolationism? The Chatham House–YouGov Survey of British
Attitudes Towards the UK’s International Priorities’, Chatham House, January 2015.
[6]
‘Budget Facts’ EU Commission.
[1]

[2]
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WHY SHOULD I PAY TO SUPPORT THE GRAVY TRAIN
LIFESTYLE OF EU OFFICIALS?
The costs of running the EU are actually remarkably low, despite the often
repeated rhetoric. The European Parliament costs each European citizen €3.10
per year which contrasts sharply with the UK Parliament which costs over twice
as much at €7.30 per person per year.[1]
Furthermore, the Brussels bureaucracy, when assessed by the European Court
of Auditors, was shown to have a less than 1% error in its budget and the
financial control systems in place were described as effective.[2]

[1]
‘European Parliament: Facts and Figures ’, European Parliament Research Service,
November 2014.
[2]
Administration error in 2013 was 1% and in 2014 0.5%. ‘ECA Annual Report on the
Implementation of the Budget 2013’ European Court of Auditors, 2013; ‘ECA EU Audit in
Brief ’, European Court of Auditors, 2014.
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TTIP IS WORRYING ME, WHY WOULD I WANT TO STAY IN THE EU?
Because at its heart the EU is a democratic organisation and TTIP, when we
see its final form, can be rejected. We in Scotland have a problem that David
Cameron is not representing the views of the Scottish people in the European
Council on this matter, but this is not due to Scotland’s membership of the EU.
The Parliament has a vote which is binding; without the MEPs agreement it will
not be enacted.

“

“

The SNP MEPs have set out clear red lines and we
will not compromise upon them. The NHS and
other public services must be clearly carved out,
European standards must not be compromised and
corporations must not be given any special rights to
sue governments that pursue policies they
disagree with.

We also can’t see any scenario where voting to leave the EU over TTIP would
actually make our situation better.
Within the EU, we have the power, via your six MEPs, to build alliances with other
member states to chip away at TTIP as it is negotiated. The Scottish Government
does not have a veto, because only a member state government can do this in
the Council.
And therein lies our problem. The process is opaque because that is how the
member state governments decided they wanted it to be.
Outside the EU, one of the few certainties is that we face a Tory Government at
Westminster with an arithmetic majority in the House of Commons until 2020.
Given that this very same UK Government has been TTIP’s biggest cheerleader,
it seems entirely likely that, unfettered by EU norms or process, Scotland will be
signed up to TTIP on stilts in short order and that there will be even less we can
do about it. And, depending upon the outcome of any EU–exit negotiations (so a
very big caveat) it is likely that TTIP will, in any event impact upon the UK even in
the (highly unlikely) scenario that the UK Government didn’t want it to, by virtue
of the single market rules.
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THE EU IS A MESS, EVEN ITS ACCOUNTS AREN’T SIGNED OFF.
WHY SHOULD I SUPPORT STAYING IN?
Because you have been misled. The EU accounts are signed off. In 2014, the
European Commission published the annual “Protection of the European
Union’s financial interests” report, which detected fraud in just 0.3% of all EU
expenditure.[1]
A key part of this misunderstanding comes from the European Court of Auditors
(ECA) report that comes out each year. It is a hugely complex and technical
report that does not use internationally understood accounting language. The
ECA assesses the EU budget by looking at the main departments of budgetary
policy on a case by case basis.[2] The often–repeated misunderstanding that
“the accounts were not signed off” is simply untrue.
The accounts have now been signed off for many years.
Revenue is described as completely “legal and regular”; Commitments are
described as completely “legal and regular”.[3] The findings of the report are, in
fact, based around working out the percentage “error” in each of these areas
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and any “error” beyond 2% will lead to the ECA not issuing a “positive Statement
of Assurance”. Crucially, an “error” does not mean that fraud has taken place
and not issuing a positive Statement of Assurance does not mean that the
accounts have not been signed off.
The Commission emphasised this in its reply to the ECA that an error, even a
documentary one, in a procurement process will show up in the audit.[4] The
money spent in such a cases could have actually been spent correctly and the
project completed successfully but if all procedures have not been followed
then it will still be classified as an “error”.[5] This was recognised by the House of
Lords Select Committee for the EU as far back as 2006:

“

We share the concern raised with us by the
European Court of Auditors that their decision not
to give a positive Statement of Assurance can be
misunderstood. We recognise that the lack of a
positive Statement of Assurance does not necessarily
indicate that high levels of fraudulent or corrupt
transactions have taken place.[6]

“

Furthermore, the often cited myth that the Brussels bureaucracy is enormous
and inefficient has also been shown to be inaccurate. The reality is that the ECA
said there was a less than 1% error in this department and the control systems
in place were effective.[7]

‘Annual report 2014 on the Protection of the EU’s financial interests — Fight against
fraud’, The Commission and of the European Anti–Fraud Office (OLAF), 2015.
[2]
Mainly, the Revenue (money received by the EU); Commitments (money returned by
the EU to member states to spend within their territory on the EU programmes they
administer) and the Payments (money actually spent by the EU). ‘ECA Annual Report on
the Implementation of the Budget 2013 ’, European Court of Auditors, 2014.
[3]
‘ECA Annual Report on the Implementation of the Budget 2013 ’, European Court of
Auditors, 2014.
[4]
Ibid.
[5]
‘Annual report of the European Court of Auditors — Frequently Asked Questions’, EU
Commission Fact Sheet, 2014.
[6]
‘Fiftieth Report on the European Union’, House of Lords, 7 November 2006.
[7]
Administration error in 2013 was 1% and in 2014 0.5%. ‘ECA Annual Report on the
Implementation of the Budget 2013’ European Court of Auditors, 2013; ‘ECA EU Audit in
Brief ’, European Court of Auditors, 2014.
[1]
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FURTHER INFORMATION
All this information and more can be found online including linked sources at:

WWW.SCOTLANDINEUROPE.EU
You can get in touch with your SNP Europe team with any questions:

Alyn Smith MEP
«« TechCube, 1 Summerhall, Edinburgh, EH9 1PL
«« alyn.smith@europarl.europa.eu
«« @AlynSmithMEP
«« AlynSmithSNP
«« www.alynsmith.eu

Ian Hudghton MEP
«« 8 Old Glamis Road, Dundee, DD3 8HP
«« ian.hudghton@europarl.europa.eu
«« @hudghtonmepSNP
«« IanHudghtonMEP
«« www.hudghtonmep.scot
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